
the FULL PENINSULA flight

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:1. Helicopters are weight limited therefore the following applies: a) Maximum weight per seat in the Robinson R44 is 120kg and/or an average of 
90kg across the three seats, or pilot’s discretion. b) Maximum weight per seat in the Bell 206 Long Ranger is 140kg and/or an average of 75kg across the six seats, or pilot’s 
discretion. c) Maximum weight per seat in the Bell 206 Jet Ranger is 140kg and/or and average of 85kg across the four seats, or pilot’s discretion. d) A surcharge may be levied 
if a client needs to upgrade to a bigger helicopter due to weight limitations. e) Helicopters are also space limited and we might restrict baggage on board. Pilot’s discretion is 
final. 2) Prices are per person, based on a minimum of 2 passengers sharing. We reserve the right to add more passengers to a flight. 3) Prices are subject to change without 
notice. 4) All flights are to be paid in advance. 5) All flights and/or routes are weather permitting. 6) We fly the routes, not the time. 7) A 50% cancellation fee will be levied if a 
flight is cancelled within 12 hours before the scheduled time of departure. 8) Cape Town Helicopters will arrange landing permissions and restaurant bookings, but cannot 
guarantee approval or availability. 9) Minimum 24 hours advance booking required for Exclusive Tours. *PRICES VALID 01 OCTOBER 2012 - 30 SEPTEMBER 2013. 

R2900
per person

F: 086 572 7492T: 086 199 5551 www. .co.zahelicopterscapetown

Cape Town Helicopters takes you beyond the iconic Table Mountain to 

view the extraordinary beauty of our Cape Peninsula.

In a flight time of approximately 48 minutes, you start your journey departing the V&A 

Waterfront. Take a breath and prepare yourself for Cape Town's most scenic flight as you 

soar into the blue skies. You'll pass our infamous beaches and the rugged Twelve Apostles 

as they capture the warm rays of sunlight reflecting from the icy waters of the Atlantic 

Ocean, then continue around the prominent peak of Karbonkelberg.

From here the land mass converts from white sandy beaches into gentle rock formations 

and hidden bays, as it narrows down to the Cape Point Nature Reserve with its untouched 

floral habitat and undulating hills. Almost unexpectedly your eyes meet the dramatic cliffs of 

the Cape of Good Hope and around the legendary Cape Point. Experience the 

Lighthouses at Cape Point from a bird’s eye view.

A few seconds remain frozen in time watching the waves batter the imposing structure, 

then shift back into reality when you reach calmer waters at Simon's Town with its historic 

naval base. Keep an eye out for the Penguin Colony at Boulder’s Beach. Fly over Fish 

Hoek and Muizenberg, and take in the awe-inspiring seascapes of False Bay.

Return along the opposite side of the mountain, via the luscious vineyards at Constantia 

and the Southern Suburbs. From here it is back to a bustling city of tall buildings and 

restless traffic, and you conclude your journey with a safe landing back at the heliport in the 

V&A Waterfront.
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